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The Bishop Arts District is 
located immediately southwest 

of downtown Dallas with easy 
accessibility to I-30 and I-35. The 

Bishop Arts District is rich in history, and 
was the site of Dallas’ busiest trolley stop in 

the 1930’s. The Bishop Arts revitalization 
has brought a historical shopping 

district full of a unique and ecclectic 
group of retail and restaurants. It 

is one of Dallas’ unique historic 
neighborhoods and an 

experiential destination for 
people all across DFW.





  • 23,000 SF of retail/restaurant space

• 302 multi-family units @ Novel Bishop Arts

• Future 50 town homes (In Town) adjacent to site

• 166 dedicated retail parking spaces at street-level

 • Directly adjacent to the future Central Market

• Newly re-established street car route connects 

Downtown Dallas to Bishop Arts. The stop is 

located directly in front of Novel Bishop Arts

• Dining and shopping in European-inspired 

pedestrian piazza or covered arcade 

across from Central Market

AN URBAN MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT LOCATED AT THE 

ENTRY POINT TO THE CORE OF BISHOP ARTS



EST. POPULATION 22,281 151,300 391,006

EST. DAYTIME POPULATION 15,121 118,598 303,814

EST. AVG. HH INCOME $54,370 $63,500 $69,447

ZANG BLVD 9,882 VPD (2017)

DAVIS ST 8.270 VPD (2017)

BECKLEY AVE 6.510 VPD (2017)



AREA OVERVIEW





Crescent Communities’ 

approach to multifamily/

mixed-use development 

focuses on connecting people 

to their communities and making a 

difference in their lives. Their projects lead 

the market in location, offerings and service, 

as they always strive to create strong connections 

within the surrounding communities.

In this case, Crescent Communities acquired 7 acres 

on three adjacent blocks and coordinated a new 

walkable district that will include brownstone-

style townhomes, Central Market, luxury 

apartments, and 23,000 SF of shops and 

restaurants.

BUILDING INNOVATIVE PLACES.



CLOSE AERIAL



SURROUNDING AREAS



100 AVAILABLE 1,470
120 AVAILABLE (Divisible) 3,275
140 AVAILABLE (Divisible-Restaurant/Patio) 3,204
160 AVAILABLE (Divisible-Restaurant) 4,266
180 AVAILABLE (Restaurant) 1,091
190 AVAILABLE (Restaurant/Patio) 2,946

111 WEST DAVIS STREET

100 AVAILABLE (Restaurant/Patio) 3,612
115 AVAILABLE (Divisible) 3,205

101 WEST DAVIS STREET





“A Top 100 Cool Street”

It’s not happening on the High Streets or on the Main Streets, 

it’s happening on what we call the Cool Streets.

                              - October 29, 2018: Cool Streets Report

“Oak Cliff’s New Shops Are 
Among the City’s Most 

Eclectic”

Shopping is thriving in

Bishop Arts and beyond.

- September 2018 by S. 

Holland Murphy



“Bishop Arts Can Be a Model for
Southern Dallas Development”

“[Bishop Arts’] evolution over the last 30 years has a lot to 

teach us about what makes a successful neighborhood 

and where investment is best made. Applying 

what we’ve learned in Bishop Arts to small 

redevelopments in the city’s south would bring 

amenities and job opportunities closer to 

where people live so they don’t have to 

spend half a paycheck to own a car 

and drive to Far North Dallas.

                                        

        - 2018 by Patrick Kennedy



   “These are Dallas’ Next Great          
           Neighborhoods”

    [The deck park] is a magnet that will        
draw the success you see on
     Jefferson Boulevard and in

Bishop Arts.

- 2018 by Matt Goodman

            “How A Central Market
          in Bishop Arts Could Help 

       All Dallas Residents”

A major, high-quality grocer investing in Oak Cliff hold 
promise to help reverse the systemic economic-

development and quality-of-life challenges that have 
plagued the southern half of this city for decades.

                                          - August 2017 by Maria Halkias



“Bishop Arts Neighborhood in Dallas in the 
Middle of a Construction Boom”

 One of Dallas’ quaint, old neighborhoods is 
undergoing a transformation. The Bishop Arts 

District is in the middle of a construction boom.

              
                          - March 8, 2017 by Noelle Walker



   “The Top 100 Restaurants in   
Dallas, by the Numbers”

   “There are more Top 100 Restaurants 
in Oak Cliff (9) than in Highland Park, 

University Park, Inwood/Lovers area 
and Preston Hollow combined (7)”

- December 13, 2018 

by Beth Rankin

5 Bishop Arts Restaurants on
    Eater 38 List - Fall 2018

Dallas’ restaurant scene’s growth is still explosive, and 
as such, there are more options than ever for the city’s 

diners. The Eater 38 includes restaurants that serve up 
consistently solid fare across a variety of cuisines, price 

points, vibes, and settings. Consider it a restaurant bucket 
list for Dallas diners, ranging from low-key delis to upscale 

steakhouses and excellent taquerias.

                                         
                                    - October 12, 2018 by Amy McCarthy



“Art, Food and Shops Away From
     the Super-Size Crowds”

“Travelers who tend to put Dallas at the bottom of their Texas bucket 
list probably haven’t been to the Bishop Arts district, where cyclists 
outnumber drivers, pedestrians stroll past historic buildings and 

the words “local,” “artisan” and “crafted” slip their way into 
conversations over dinners that begin with regionally grown 

greens and fine wines.”

     

                    by Stirling Kelso

“Massive Bastille Day Bash 
Storms the Bishop Arts 

District”

       - July 12, 2018

             by Meredith Hessel
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